
Choose type of robot: 
• CsBot Robot 
• Panda Robot 

CsBot Robot 

Panda  
Robot 

Choose age group: 
• Primary =< 14 years  
• Secondary = 15+ years 

http://www.cospace.org.uk/


Open the AI window 

Start a new 
project 

Add a Team 
Name 

…and give the 
project a name: 

AI Button:  Opens the AI 
development panel where 
programs are developed 

Make sure the ‘practice’ 
tab is selected 

Right click and 
add a new sub-

statement. 
 

Name the 
statement 
‘forward’ 

Set the wheels to 
move forwards 

Set the duration 
to 60ms 

1. Save your project 

2. Build your project 

Now close the AI window 

3. Load onto your robot (choose between the red or 
blue robot), make sure you select the .dll file 

4. Start your program running!! 

•

•

When you are finished, press the stop button: 

+ is forwards   
- is backwards 



1. Save 

Now close 
the AI 

window 

TURN! 

If the robot is still running, 
press the stop button 

Open the AI window, and open 
your program  

Start a new project and give 
this a name 

Like before right click 
and add a new sub-

statement. 
 

Name the statement 
‘forward’ 

• Duration = 60ms 
• WheelLeft = 3 
• WheelRight = 3 

Right click and add 
a new statement 
and name it ‘detect 
object’ 

Your program should 
now look like this: 

Set the condition for the statement  so it is true if the distance to 
the wall is between 0 and 15 cm. 

• Set the duration to 120ms 
• Set the wheels so that one is 

forwards and one backwards 
 

2. Build 
3. Load 4. Run 



Add this statement 

Hint:  to add a statement 
right click at the top of 
the statement tree  and 

select ‘add new sub-
statement 

Hint:   if you need to change the order of 
statements, right click the statement and select 

move up/move down 

Set to wheels to 0 
to stop the robot 

Set the duration to 
around 3000ms 

These are the red, 
green and blue 

values for the LEFT 
colour sensor. 

Set action to 
‘FindObject’ 

Set LED_1 =  1 so 
the light flashes 

1. Save 

Now close 
the AI 

window 

2. Build 
3. Load 4. Run 



 

• Detecting Red on Left 
• Detecting Red on Right 
• Detecting Black on Left 
• Detecting Black on Right 

These are the colour sensor values to use for detecting 
red and black:  

Detecting Red: 

Detecting Black: 

This is the action to use 
to pick up all objects, 
and should be used in all 
of the statements. 

Hint: 

Use these conditions to 
detect objects on the left 

Set these conditions to 
detect objects on the right 

Green Objects  
15 points 

Red Objects 
10 points 

Black Objects 
20 points 

Your program should 
now look like this: 

For all of these you need to add the condition & action…  

1. Save 

Now close 
the AI 

window 

2. Build 
3. Load 4. Run 

•

•
 



Right click and select 
‘add new statement’ to 
add the statement 

We are setting the 
wheels so that we 
reverse and turn away 
from the trap 

Step 6: now add another statement for 
avoiding the trap on the right colour sensor. 
 
In your action think about which direction 
you want to move away from the trap. 
 
(Hint – use the same condition but for the RIGHT colour sensor, and 

use the action WheelRight =-1 & WheelLeft = -4) 

1. Save 

Now close 
the AI 

window 

2. Build 
3. Load 4. Run 



Right click and select ‘add 
new sub=statement’ 

Remember – if you right click you 
can select move up/move down to 
change the order of statements. 

LoadedObjects is an internal variable that is updated by 
the software and counts the number of objects carried by 
the robot.  The robot only needs to deposit when this is 
greater than zero. 

Make sure the code is 
exactly the same as here!! 

1. Save 

Now close 
the AI 

window 

2. Build 
3. Load 4. Run 



You have now finished programming World 1!!   

Click here to open 
advanced actions 

Add this advanced 
action 

1. Save 

Now close 
the AI 

window 

2. Build 
3. Load 4. Run 




